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Abstnd. The fixed-point construction of Scott, giving a continuous lattice solu!ion of equations 
X 3~ T(X) where T is an endofunctor on the category of continuous lattice::, is extended to 
categories enriched by partid orderings on the morphism sets. The result allows data structures to 
be realized not only in the category of continuous lattices, but ailso in...the category of complete 
lattices, in the category of complelie partial orders, or in any of several related categories of 
partial orders. 
1. Introdoction 
A key feature of lattice-oriented theories of computation is the specification of 
objects as solutions of fixed-point equations X = T(X). When X ranges over the 
elements of a complete lattice, a canonical solution is supplied by the Tarski 
fixpoint theorem. Typical applications include languages [3, 261 and programs in 
assorted variations [6,11,25]. Scott defined lattice-theoretic models of the lambda- 
calculus [ 19, 211 and of several other- structures /;lS, 201 by solving similar equa- 
tions where X ranged over the class of continuol,ls lattices. Reynolds 1161 showed 
the existence of canonical solutions for a large clars of functors T, and Lawvere [ 19, 
p. 1291 pointed out that the result in the case T(X):= IX + X] is a consequence of 
the fact that certain direct and inverse limits coincided. 
In this paper we extend these results from the category of complete lattices to any 
category on which each morphism set has a well-behaved complete partial order- 
ing. These include the original case of continuous lattices, complete lat.tices, 
complete partial orders, ptywers of these categories, and the category of directed 
complete relations. Thus many of the repetitious verifications of details are 
“factored out” into the proof of the general theorem, leaving a smaller portion 
which must be worked out for each category under consideration. By claifying and 
separating the properties of the general construction from the properties of the 
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individuaJ categories, we hope to give a more elegant analysis of this class of 
probler?s. 
P .s worthwhile to explore the analogy of the standard fixpoint construction. If L 
is a complete lattice, 1’: L + L a continuous function, then one construers 
Then y = u .Q is a fixed point off, and it is “least” in the sense that if f(r)< z, then 
y =G z. To get the fixed-point property, we calculate 
.P 
The “least” property is obtained by showing that if f(z)~ z and then xk G t for 
every k (by induction on k). If L is regarded as a zategory with L(x, y ) = { 1) if x G y 
and 8 otherwise, then least upper bounds are colimits and f is an endofunctor which 
preserves directed colimits. 
I-Ience, to solve a fixpoint equation in some appropriate category, starting with an 
initial object a, one sets 
xo=a, 
X&+1 = csx&, 
y = colim .xk. 
Then Ty = T(colim x+ colim Txk s colim x&+1 =y. 
The correctness of this construction, in the case where the category ;~as colimits 
and ‘S preserves o-colimits, was shown by Smyth and Plotkin [ 141. The main new 
result of this paper, Theorem 3.1, gives a sufficient condition for the existence of 
these eolimits in terms of the existence of limits, which are generally easier to 
supply. Again we have a “least”’ property, which says that if z is any object sf the 
category and there is a morphism Tz + z (analogous to T(z)s 2). then there is a 
unique mosphism y + z satisfying an appropriate diagram condition. This forces y 
to be unique up to isomorphism. Last, in Section 4, we give some exumples of 
categories and functors included by the theory. g 
Our use of enriched categories is also worthy of note, One of the dogmas of 
category theory is that all of the interesting structure in a category lies in its 
morphisms [8]. If we are interested in ordered structures, then it becomes plausible 
to study categories with ordered morphism set;, [2, Section 4E].” In this case, we 
are then able to prove theorems about classes of categories rather than single 
categories. 
’ See ialso [9], in which category-enriched categories are studied. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We presume familiarity with the standard notions of category, morphism, 
functor, limit, colimit, and cone [IO]. We denote categories with boldface type, e.g., 
K, KP, Q). The set of morphisms from object x to object y in category C is denoted 
C(x, y). We compoz;e morphisms from left to right: if fe C(x, y) and g E C(y, z), 
then fs e C(x, t). (This will eventually make the subscript conventions more tract- 
able.) We write application from right to left: if T: C-, D and U : D+ E are 
functors, and k E C(x, y), then UTk E E(UTx, UTy ); similarly, if 4 is an I-indexed 
family an&i E I, then q5i is the element corresponding ‘to i. We will also use center 
dot (. ) for composition and add parentheses as needed for clarity. We will say C 
has D-(co-)limits iff every T : D-, C has a (co-)limit. 
Let ot) denote the category whose objects are the nonnegative integers, with 
m(k,n)={(k,n)}if Ken and =@otherwise. 
Proposition 2.1. Q) is the category freely generated by the graph whose set of objects is 
or) and w!m--e dges are (k, k + 1) for each k. 
Let 0 be the category whose objects are partially-ordered sets X such that every 
w-chainxlCx2e**~ex,E*~~ of elements of X has a least upper bound and 
whose morphisms are maps which preserve lub’s of o-chains. Let U be the 
forgetful functor 0 --, SETS. Clearly 0 has finite products under the componentwise 
ordering. 
PropositiQn 2.1. 9 Let X and Y be fwo objects in 0. let (Xi) be an w-chain in X and let 
{yi} be an o-chain in Y. Then in X X Y, (ui xi, uj yj) = I_!! (xi? yi). 
Definition 2.3. A category K is order-enriched by giving, for each horn-set K(x, y), 
a relation z(X,yI such that (K(x, y), Lo,,,,) is an object of 0 and such that for each x, y, 
z, the composition map K(x, y) x K(y, z) -, K(x, t) is a morphism in 0. We write 
K(x, y) for both the horn-set and the object in 0. 
An order-enriched category is just an O-category in the sense of [7] or [lo, pp* 
1804 811. This ordering requiremcrnt isweaker than one might expect, as we do not 
even require that morphism sets have least elements. in fact, every category is 
order-enriched under the ordering which makes evczy pair of distinct morphisms 
incomparable. Our primary interest, of course, is in orders which are nontrivial. 
Still, 0 is sufficiently close to SETS that elementwise arguments are feasible: 
Prop&ion 2.8. If fk E K(x) y) and g& E K(y, z) are o-chains of morphisms in an 
order-enriched category, tAen (Lf& f&) l (ui, gk) = U&f&g&. 
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Proof. Immediate from Proposition 2.2 and the continuity of pornposition. 
Definition 2.5. Given an order-enriched category K, let KP denote the category 
whose objects are the objects of K ar-d whose morphisms art’: given by KP(x, y) = 
K(x, y) x K(y, x), with (f, g) l (j”, g’) = (f, g’g). The identity morphism (1, I) of 
P will be denoted 1. Let KR (the category of K-projections) be the subcategory of 
1KP whose objects are those of K and whose morphisms KR(,c, y) consist of pairs 
(f, g) E K(x, y ) X K(y, X) SU& that ,& = E and gf G 1. 
If (f, g) E KR(x, y), we occasionally refer to f as the entbedding and g as the 
retraction of (f, g). \ 
If K is a category of data types, a morphism in KR(x, y) may be thought of as 
kjection of the data type x into the “larger” type y [20]. The name “projection”, 
&f course, conflicts with the standard notion of projection maps from a product 
ils components, but the latter notion does not arise in this paper until Section 4. We 
wilf occasionally write “‘pro:iection pair” instead of “projection” for a morphism of 
MR. 
Proposition 2.6. CG, is an isomorphiw iflcp = (f, f-‘) for some nqphim f of K. 
Prapwition 2.% (i) If (f, g) and if’, g) are projections, thePx f = f ‘. 
(ii) If {f, g) cr,!d (h g’) are projections, then g == g’. 
hosf, (i) f’ 5 f ‘gf =h and similarl.!; f G f’. 
’ (ii) $ = g’fg 5 g, and similarly ,g Z g’. 
Proposition 2.7 (i) iqlies that K is isomorphic to the sub-categor) of K whose 
msrphisms are “embeddings”, i.e. first elements of projections.” Most of our 
concern is with K and KR; we use KP only occasionally. Dually, by Proposition 2.7 
(ii), KR is isomorphic: to the subcategory of Kop whose morphisms are “retrac- 
tions,” i.e. second elements of projection pairs.* 
Definition 2.8. If K, K’ are order-enriched categories, a functor T : K + K is 
continuous on morphism sets iff for each x, y E K, the map K(x, y )+ K’(Tx, Ty) given 
by f c--, T’f is a morphism of 8. 
This is another- way of saying thst T is an 0-functor [7]. 
Proposition 2.9. If T : K + ’ is continuous on morphism sets, and fi is a monomnic 
o-chain ~1 morphisms, then /_j Tfi = T(Uf3:), 
Since we will spend a great deal of time manipulating limits, it is worthwhi 
review the relevant concepts. 
* Isomorphic as categories, but not as order-enriched categories. 
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If T is a functor D -, K and x is an object of K, a cone from x to js is a family 4 of 
morphisms of indexed by the objects of D, such that for each objcc; d of D, 
&k K(x, Td), and for each morphism Et E D(d, d’), the following diagram in K 
commutes: 
X 
#+d’ 
\ 
Td - Td’ 
Th 
Typically D will be w or mop. x is the apex of the cone. 
If 4 is a cone from x to T and 4’ is a cone from y to T, then fr: K(x, y) is a 
mediating arrow from 4 to 4’ iff for each object d oi D, the following diagram 
commutes: 
X 
f 
I\ 
+d 
y is a /imiring cone of T iff for any cone # to T, there is a unique mediating arrow 
from 4 to y. We often write &* for this mediating arrow when T is clear from 
context. We refer to the apex of a limiting cone as lim T. Limits are, of course, 
unique up to isomorphism. The dual notion is a cone from T to x, and a colimit. 
3. Results 
The first theorem establishes a suficient condition for the category KR to have 
w-colimirs. These colimits turn out to coincide with moP-limits in K. 
hwwem 3.1. Let K be an order-enriched category with ~oP-limits. Then KR has 
w -colimits. 
The proof proceeds by definitions and lemmas3 
Definition 3.2. Let 6 = {#: k E O} be a famiiy of morphisms in KR with common 
codomain X. 6 is said to have prcpertj p iff ek =: (fk, gk) and (i) gwfk c JC+ 1 fk &.: fx 
k E o and (ii) l_lk g& =: 1. . 
3 The theorem is a refinement of one proved by the author under some additional assumptions about 
the bzhaviour of limits in K. Gordon Plotkin showed that the additional conditions could be removed; 
the present arrangement of the proof is due to D. Lehmann. 
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Lemma 3.3,n Let K be an or&r -enriched category with mop-limits, and let L : o + KW 
be any ,fwctor. Thm there s nn object L* of KR and a 6 from 1, t,o L* which has 
ptoperty p. Furth~rrnore, the. cme {brmed by the retwctions of f is a:‘iimiting cone for 
the funcior E’ : u Op + K Atnipzed by keeping tke retmctions a~d forgetting the 
enz6cJdl’ngs. i 
i 
Pirosf, T.et L:~cf-dW be given by n-Ln; (n, m)-(1”,,, g&n sm)i we will 
COX-WUC~ cob C. I\,et L’ : ooP + K be n c*Ln, (m, n)-g,, (m 3 n).. Let L* = 
lim E’, with y : pz ++ g.on the limiting cone. The cone y is shou,:n in Fig. 1. 
i 
I4 91, 0 92, 1 
Fig. 1 
We must next supply arrows fnm : Ln + L* which will turn Fig. 1 into a cone from 
L to L*. To supply an arrow fnm: Ln + L*, WC: construct a cone Qn from Ln to L’; 
then the mediating arrow will serve for fnao. 
%m each n, deine 
To show that &, is a cone in K from Ln to T, we must $how that if ma 
k, (&m) l g,,& = $,,k. (Note that if nr <k, there is no morphism in mQP and hence 
nothing to prove.) If r) 3 m, then M 3 k and &,m a g,,,k = g,,,,,g,,,k = g,k = &k. If 
t,! s k, eher~ m 3 n, so 4,,m s g,,,k =T ]mPQgmk = fnkJsmgmk = fnk = &k. Since k G ?n, this 
takes care of al1 values of n. So (bn Is a cone from Ln to T. 
Let in, E K(L..n, L*) be the mediating arrow & + y. Thus, fiarngoor: = e,,k. In 
particuiar fnlngosN = lLn. 
Let cn = (fnol. g*,,). To show that (& : n c a~} is a cone from L to L”, we must 
sh’l.>w that J<qm = fn.n +I fn+l.m. But for any k, 
j&1+1 n+l,crc&ok f =frc.nClqLd = 4,k =fnoogask, 
eqadity holds by un:quent?ss of the mediating arrow. 
condition (i) of property p, we calzulate: 
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For condition (ii) we show that Ujzg&koo is a mediating arr )IF~L’ y + ‘y. For any n, 
Since 1 is also a mediating arrow y + y, the uniqueness propertv allows us to . 
conclude u& goo~fi&a = 1. consequently , gao& f  ao S I, and (f&00, ga&) is’; mdrphisrn 
of KR. 
knma 3.4. Let K be an order-enriched category, ‘i : w + KR a functor, and 6 : L + 
L* a cone with propcerty p. Then 
(i) d is a colimiting cone in KR; 
1 (ii) the retractions of e are a limiting cone in K to L’ : mop + K obtained from L by 
keeping the retractions ;
(iii) the embeddings of 6 are Q colimiting cone in K from L” : a~ + K obtained from 
L by keeping the embeddings. 
Proof. (ii) and (iii) are dual; we prove (ii). Let &z = (fnoo, goon), and let (gMn : n E W} 
bs: a cone in K from an object A4 to L’. We claim the mediating arrow is 
1 _Jk gMkfkoc. we must first show that the g&#$&aD form an cl)-chain: 
@Ukfkoo = &bf.k+lgk+l.kfk.k+lfk+l.oo E &W,k+lfk+l.m* 
Hence the indicated lub exists. To verify that this is a mediating arrow we calculate, 
for anv n: 
($! gJWkfk*)&Qn = y gMkf&~gam = &yn &Ukfkaogam 
So this is a mediating arrow. ‘r”or uniqueness, let dy be any mediating arrow from 
1 to (gaonIg Then 
a=al-a i - ‘(yr~,kfk*j=~a~~kfk~=L;lgnnf*m. 
thus establishing uniqueness. 
For (i), let {( fn f. gMn): n E o} be a cone in KR from L to some objet@. By (ii) 
d (iii) then exist gkfiao E K(M, L*) and ,&,f E (C*, M) which uniquely mediate 
_ - 
the retractions and embeddings. Hence ( fvabT, gkfoo) is the unique mediating arrow 
e + {(fnM, gMn)}. It remains only to show that (fi,,~, g&r& is a morphism of KR. 
= La/ &okfkM@Uk.hm 
k 
= u gDokfkm 
k 
= 1. 
gMmfm M = &fkgkaf~kfkM for 3lly k 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. “1 
Proof. Immediz+te from Lemma 3.4 (i). 
Theorems 3. ? and 3.5 give us conditions on K and T which enable us to apply the 
general fixed-point construction sketched in Scetion 1. Our account of this con- 
struction follows that of Plotkin and Smyth [ 141. If C is any category with initial 
object and It? C+ C is any functor, let FW?(T) denote the ciltegory whose objects 
are diagrams in C!: 
and whose morphisms q + q’ are those morphisrns o c C(cod(qj, cod(q)) such that 
TM 
’ commutes. . 
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‘I’h~orm~~ 3.6 [14). Let C be a category with o-colimits aped an in~,ial object, and let 
T : C + C be any functor that preserves u-colimits. Then PFP( T j hc?s an initial object 
ol: * 3 L’ which is art isoir; gphism in C. 
l / 
Let xo be an initial obje%: of C and let OO be the unique morphism in 
Tx~). Defiue 1, : a, -9 C by 
LO = A@, w, 1)= 80, 
L(k + 1) -= TLR, L(k,k+l)=&=Tt&+ 
Let L* == colim L with 6 the colimiting cone. Next construct a cone p from TL to L* 
setting @k = e(k + 1). Since T preserves o-colimits, TL* is a colimit of TL, with 
colimiting cone ‘.F& So we have a unique arrow $ E C(TI?, L*) mediating between 
Tc and y, that is, for any k, Tek l (I = 4% + 1). We claim + is the desired 9nitial 
object. 
Let q E C(7”’ M) be any object of PFP(T). Define a cone u from L to M by 
v(O) = a, the unique morphism in C(XO, M), 
v(k+l)=Tvk-q. 
ow that v is a cone, we verify by induction that 9,, l u(n + l)= vn : For 
n=O,O~‘vl=e~~TvO~~=8o-Ta-q=a, = v0. Assume the identity ho’lds for 
II = k. Then 
&+I l u(k + 2) = T(&) l Tv(k + 1) 0 q (definition of 8, V) 
=T(& l v(k+lj)* q (T is a functor) 
= Tuk l q (by induction hypothesis) 
= v(k + 1) (definition of v). ’ 
e must show that there is a unique morphism P such that 
TL 
JI 
br L’ 
commutes. We will shlow that CF makes the diagram commute iff G mediates 
between the cones 5 and v. Since the mediating arrow exists and is unique, this wi!l 
complete the proof of initiality. 
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First, assume 0 is the mediating arrow from 6 to v., that is, Sk l a = vk. Since 7’e is 
a cofimiting cone, it will suffke to show that for any k, 7@ l ~5 l cr = 7’# l TQ l r): 
(T[k) - # . u = r(k + 1) 9 CT (mediating property of $) 
= u(k + 1) (mediating property of a) 
= Tvk l v (definition of V) 
= T(tk l cr) * q (mediating property of u) 
= Trk l To l q (T is a functox). 
Last, assume v makes the square commute. We must show tha,t # l (7 = irk. We 
proceed by induction on k. For k =: 0, the equation holds by initiality of go. Assume 
w . u = vk. Then 
~(k+l)*a=T~k+o 
= Ttk l To l q 
=T(rkau)erj 
= Tvk l q 
=v(k+l). 
(mediating property of 4 ) 
c 
(since the square Mmmutes) 
(T is a fur,tor) 
(by kJuction hypothesis) 
Last, we construct an inverce Ir/,, @ as follows. Define a cone Y from L to TL* :ria 
v0 = the unique Ir.l;r&ism x0+ TL”, 
u(k + I)= :k. 
7 
Let 8 be the rncdiatiing arrow from 6 to u, so tk l 8 = vk. Then 
and 
~.jk-t1).8o~=uk’~=TSk.~=T(k+l) ‘. 
Since 6 and Te are both colimiting cones, we deduce @$r’ 1 and $0 = 1. 
The framework of the previous ection says that one should construct domains as 
follows: Choose a category K of domains with ~oP-limits, and a p-continuous 
functor T: KR-, KR which describes the self-referential properties of the desired 
data types. One then solves th.e domain equation X z r(X) using Theorem 3.6 (by 
Theorem 3.1 the colimit object is constructtd as an &“-ljmit in K); the solution 
obtained is canonical. 
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This section IS J _ voted to listing some categories K xith woP-limits and some 
pi-continuous functars X The choice of K and T for a partfiylar application is often 
a delicate decision which is beyond the scope of this pape ur aim is merely to 
%rdica;e some of the possibilities. 
Exaqlille 4Jk A complete lattice is a partial order (L, e ) 
S s L, then S has a least upper bound in L. We say D s 
any pair oi members of D has some upper bound in D. Let 
category of complete lattices with morphisms chosen to be 
lubs od directed sets. CLD is order-enriched under the order 
~(Vx)l[f(.r) E g(x)]. Then CLD has woP-limits. 
Proof. Let G : wop+ CLD. Denote G(n, k) by g,,k(n 2 k). 
x1 E 1Gi +&I (Vtz E o)(Vk E o)[n 2 k+g”k(x,J = xk]} under the 
(Yo, y19 l l . ) ifi (Vi E W)[Xi G yi]. 
To show L, is a complete lattice, let S c_ La. Let .i Sk s 
{xk: (kll, x1, l l l , Xk 
Sf E Sk. Let yk = 
, . . . )E S} c Gk. Then for each k, Sk has a least upper boun$ 
Unzzk g&E ). We claim that y = (~0, y 1, . . . ) is the least upper ’ 
bound of S. We must first show that y E &,. If k s n, note S;f’ = l-j {xk :x E S} = 
lJ {gnk(x,): x E S)Z! g&U {x, :x E S})= g,,&z). Therefore, if m 3 n 2 k, then 
g,&) 1 g&g,&:))= g,,,&,), so the terms in the construction of vk are an 
w-chain. Hence, if u > k, then yk = Urnak g,&f)= UrnBEn gdS%)= 
u maan gnk &m ( (sf))=gnk(Yn)*SOY=(yo,yl,..*)EL~. 
To shyw that y is the least upper bound of S, we first observe from the definition 
of yk that yj, 1 Sg. If x = (x0, xl, . . . )E s, thetl for each k, xk E Sk, SO Xk E s; c yk. 
Hence y is an upper bound for S in Loo. Next, let z = (to, zl, . . .) be another upper 
bound for S in Loo. Thlen for every n, Sf 5 z,,. Now z E L,, so for every n 3 k, z& = 
g”k(Zn). SO zk = UnBk g,&) 2 Unak g&S:)= yk. SO y E Z, and y is the least 
upper bound. (This construction is of course dt\e to Scott.) 
The maps gook:Loo+Gk:(xo,xl,. . . )-xk form a cone and preserve lubs of 
directed sets. To verify the limit property, let n -,gM,, be a cone fccm kf to G. Then 
for m E MY (gM&n ), . . . 9 gMntd9 . . . ) E L&since the gM,r form a cofie, and g,$foc, : m r--) 
h&n ), . . . 9 ghdm), . . . ) is also a morphism in CLD. 
So gMa, is a mediating arrow. The uniqueness of g&.fm is assured by the fact. that 
the underlying set of L, is a limit in SETS. 
ted out by Scott, L, is a subset and -,lrb-poset of flkGk, but not a 
of o-chains, however, are formed co 
(the full subcategory of objects 
ed to bottom-preserving maps) 
with bottom element), and 
11 have ~oP-limits. 
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Proof. Mutatis mutandis from the previous proof. 
x. ‘L. 
Example 4.3. Any finite product of categories with ooP-limits has mop-limits. 
Thus we can solve systems of several mutually recursive simultaneous (jomain 
equations. Another example is Reynolds’ category of directed complete relations 
WI . . 
Example 4.4. Let RCL denote the category whose objects are triples (L, R, L’) 
where L and L’ are complete lattices and R G L x L’ has the property that if 
A c L x L’ is directed an6 A c R, then lub A E R; the morphisms (L, R, L’)+ 
(M, S, N’) of RCLare pairs (f, g) where fe CLD(L, fif), g E CLD(L’, M’) and for 
a9 (x, y) E L x Al, if (x, y ) E R, then (f(x), g(y ))E S (Reynolds’ category 9 is RCL- 
,W). Then RCL has ooP-limits. 
Proof. Let G : mop-, RCL, Denote Gk by (Lk, Rk, Li) and G(n, k) by 6 = 
(g,&, gLk). Let L,, L& be limits of the Lk and L; respectively (i.e. of the nppropriatFt 
f unctors oop + RCL + CLD) constructed as in Example 4.1, with limiting cones 
gaon, g&,, and let G,, = (goon, g&d. Let 
We claim that (L,, Ra, L&) is a limit, with the cone given by the GSn. 
We must first show that this construction makes (Loo, R,, Lk) an object of RCL. 
Let d c_ L, x L& be directed and A c RcO. We must show that lub A E R. Let 
Ak = {(xk, xi) : (38 E A)[Gmk(S) = (xk, xi)]}. Each Ak is directed and & C&r so 
At = lub Ak E Rk. Recalling the construction of lubs in Example (ii. 1, and using the 
fact that lubs in product lattiws are constructed componentwise, we see that 
&&b A)= im/nz=k Gnk (A E). Now A t E R,, so G,k(A E ) E Rk. Hence t&,&b A) is 
a lub of an o-chain in Lk XL ;, each of whose elements belongs to &. SO 
Gook(lub A)E Rk for each k. So lub 4 E Roe. Thus Rae has the required property. 
To verify the limit property, let (..M, S, M’) be an object of RCL and let (Gus, gk@) 
form a cone from (.M, S, X’) to G. Since L, and L& were constructed as limits, 
there exists a unique paii (gMao, gXclD) of morphisms which will mediate be- 
tween the morphisms of ‘ihe cones. It remains only to show that (gMao, 
gk& E RCL((M S, MY, (L,, R,, L&N. ‘r. et (m, 112’) E S. Then for each k. 
(&W(~), $&k(m’)) E &- But (gMk(m), gbk(m)) = ~$$o&wco(~~~~), $:x k(g~a&))) = 
&k ((g-M&%), gh= (m))) E Rk. So (gw&n), gaoo (m )j5 Rae, as desired. 
This category is typically used for comparing different semantic schemes [171 
rather thzn for constructing domains. Plotkin’s SFP [13] also appears to have the 
required pr&perties. 
Eixed-point constructions in order-enriched categories 2s 
To catch the c+~goty of continuous lattices, we need an embeddiq theorem: 
. Let C be any catego? with an initial object 2nd tiB-cojim.‘tc, and kt 
nctor w/ ?h preserver w -01imits. Lt-t E’ be a fkll subcategory of C 
such that + “i 
(i) C’ is G‘ lytder isontwphic copies of oqkcts ; 
(ii) C’ is c 
(iii) Colim 
Let T’ denote the rertktion of T to ‘. Then PFP( T’j has an initial object which is an 
omotphism in C. 
Qf. PFP(T’) is a full subcategory of PF 
object of PFP(T). 
, by (iii), includes the Initial 
xample 4.6. Let CITNTb be the whose objects are the 
continuous lattices [ 19). Let T : CL rving functor such that 
CONTIL is closed under T, arid let T’ denote the restriction of T to CONT 
FF(T’) has an inatial object which is an isomorphism in CONTL. 
of. By Theorem 3.1, colim T is the limit of the retractions of T; by [I!& 
Proposition 4. I], coPim T is a continuous lattice. 
For a sta.rting point in the construction, we usually choose an initial object of KR: 
ropos%on 4.7, FOP’ any of the categories K of Examples 4.1-4.3 the otte -point order 
For some constructions, however, the initial object is not the appropriate starting 
place. The following proposition ensures that we an start with any xo SO long as we 
can provide a starting morphism x0+ Txo: 
Propositioru 4.8 (Plotkin). Let C be any category with w-colimits, and let x be any 
object of C. Let D denote the category whose objects are morphisms cy cf C whose 
domain is x, and tvir~~ morphisms a + a' are those morphisms o E C(cod(a! ), 
coc:l(a ‘)) such ohat 
w 
commutes. Then as w-colimits, and the forgetful functo7 + C preserves them. 
Furthermore, the identify morphism oz -3: is an initial object of 
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Given a functor T : C + C and a morphism 60: x + TX, we can extend T to functcrr 
T’ : D -3 D via T’ar = &, l Tm This, in effect, starts the iterative construction at X. 
We may now start to consider, for some fixed suitable K, some functors KR * KR 
which are p-preserving. 
Proposition 4.9. The class of p-preserving fimctors T : KR + K’R is closed under 
composition and includes the projection functors K” R + KR. 
Proposition 4.10. Let OC be the graph whose objects are small order-enriched 
categories K, with OC(K, L) the set of p-preserving functors KR + LR. Then 06 is 
a category. 
The usefulness of this proposition is limited by the fact that most of the interes- 
ting categories K are not small. 
Proposition 4.11. If T : KP+ LP is continuous on morphism sets, and has the 
property that if T(( f, g)) = (f ‘, g’), then T((g, f)) = (g’, f ‘), then the restriction of T to 
KR is a p-preserving futrctor KR + LR. 
Proof. Let (f, g) be a projection, and let T(( f, g)) = (f ‘, g’). Then 
k’f’, g’f ‘) = (g’v f ‘I\ 8(f ‘3 g’) = T(k, fi) . T((f, g)) 
= T((g,f) l (f, g))= T((& gf))c W, I)‘)= 1. 
(f ‘g’, f ‘g’) = (f ‘9 g’) l k’, f ‘) = T((f, g)) l Wg, f >) 
= T((f, g) l (g,f >)= T((fg,fg))= TW, I))= 1, 
Let 5 = {( fk, gk) : k E o) be family of morphisms with property p. Let 7# = 
(fi, gi), We must show that the g;f; form an o-chain with a lub of. 1. 
For the :ti-chain, we calculate: 
(gif;, g;fiA = T((g&, fk)) l T((fk, gd) 
5 T((g&+l, fk+d) ’ T((fk+,, gk+l)) 
= (g;+lf;+l* g;+lf;+l). 
So g;fi E gI.+l f;+l. For the limit, we calculate similarly: 
u(&f;, gif;) = u T((gkv fk)) ’ T((fkr gk)) 
k k 
= ‘7;1 T((gkfk, gkfk)) 
= T $j (gkfkr gkfk) 
> 
= T(1) 
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Our major tool for constructkg p-preserving functors is the following: 
Theorem 4.12. Let K1, . . . A&, K be order-enriched cutegories and let ‘iF : K1 x 9 . 9 :< 
K, -*K be w functor conrinuous on the morphism sets and covari’ant in some 
arguments and contravtiriant in the others. Then we can construct a covariant 
p-preserving functor T’ i (K1 x . 9 l 
which is giveti on m&phisms by 
X K,)R + KR with the same object function as Tand 
where 
and 
’ l l ’ 9 fax (g1, ’ l l 9 &a) = 
. . .9 k), WI,. . . , In)1 
Qci ‘3 
fi if Tis covariant in its ith argument, 
gi ,otherwise 
ii = gi if T is covariant in its ith argument, 
fi otherwise. 
Pro& As defined, T’ is evidently a covariant functor (KI X l l l >(: K,)P + KP, 
continuous on the morphism sets, with the symmetry property of Proposition 4.11. 
We can now list examples of functors T, continuous on the morphism sets, to 
which Theorem 4.12 may be applied. In each case, K may be any of the categories 
(i) The Cartesian product functor x : K x K + K. 
(ii) The coproduct functor (or any of the related “union” functors)+ :K x K + K 
(See Fig. 2). 
(iii’; The internal horn-functor Horn : Kop x K+ K given by Hom(L, M) = 
[L +Mj; if _k K(L, M) and g E K(N, P), then Hom($ g)E K([M + A$ [L + P]) is 
given by Hom(fi g)(h) = fhg. 
* i 
(iv) The diagonal functor A : K + K x K given by A ix) = (x, x), A (f) == (f, f). 
(v) AY.1 of the functors K” --+ Km obtained as products of p-ejections K* + K (this 
includes A as a special case). 
We may now display the functors associated with some typical data strltctures. Pn 
each case, we may realize the stn ucture in any category to whiclh the given functor 
and Theorem 3.6 apply. Unless otherwise noted, we c 
(a) Let A be an object of “atoms”. Let T(L) = (1) + (A x L). L* is the object of 
. The image of (1) is the empty stack. 
be an object of “atoms”. Let T(L) = A c (L :K L). L* is the object of 
lists accessed by “car” and “cdr”. 
(c) If we wish the null list to be distinguishable, then we may set T(L)= 
{ l}+A +(L x L). The choice of T depends on the use to be made of the data type, 
the operations esired, and the type of partial information needed. Note that 
A4 Wand 
00 Qp 
(4 0 
(b) CPC 
(c) CPC‘ 
Fig. 2. Coproducts in several categories of orders ((b) and (d) are weak coproducts). 
{1)-t-A +(L x L), ({l}+A)+(L x L), and (l}+(A +(L x L)) are distinct, non-iso- 
morphic lattices [ 11. 
(d) Let (0, r) be a ranked set [4]. Let T(L)= X(L’% s E 0). Then L* is the 
object of ranked %&trees [23, 241. In this case there is a compact representation of 
L* sas a set of trees [6, 261. 
(e) Let T = Homod ; thus T(L) = [L -) Ll and T((f, 8)) = (Hom(g, f)
HornV; g)). Choose x = { 1, I} and &E KR(x, TX), and use Proposition 4.8. 
If IK = CONTL, then L* is one of Scott’s original models of the lambda- 
calculus [191. 
(f) Let D be an object of K, let T(L)= D + [L -) L), T((f, g))= (1~ +Hom(g,f), 
lo -t Hom(f, g)). Then L* is a model for a typed lambda-calculus based on the 
primitive data type D. 
(g) Hierarchical graphs (similar to [ 151). Let G be a fixed set of unlabelled 
graphs. A hierarchical graph graph is to be a graph from G whose nodes are 
labelled with atoms A or other hierarchical graphs. For g E 6, let lgl be the number 
of nodes in g. So a hierarchical graph is either an atom or a graph g with lgl other 
hierarchical graphs as the node labels. So we have T(L) = A +L{L'"' : g E Cl). This 
gives a representation of these objects as trees. 
5. Conclusions and open problems 
We extend Scott’s fixed-point construction to categories enriched by an ordering 
on the morphism sets. This allows data structures to be realized in an assortment of 
categories of orders. 
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ruction corresponds to the construction of domains at language- 
definition time; by contrast, Scott’s construction of domains via projections of a 
‘universal’ domain 122) seems to correspond to the construction of domains at 
run-time via simulation in a fixed underlying type. 
An open problem is an adequate account of the various limit-colimit coincidences 
that arise in these constructions. 
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